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The cross sections for production of the pentaquark baryonJ5
+ from the reactiongp→K0K0J5

+ and ofJ5
−−

from the reactiongn→K+K+J5
−− are evaluated in a hadronic model that includes their couplings to bothSK̄

andSK̄* . Values for these coupling constants are determined from the empiricalpNNs1710d andrNNs1710d
coupling constants by assuming thatJ5

+, J5
−−, andNs1710d belong to the same antidecuplet of spin 1/2 and

positive parity as the pentaquarkQ+. Introducing empirical form factors at strong interaction vertices, we
obtain a cross section of about 0.03–0.6 nb for thereactiongp→K0K0J5

+ and about 0.1–0.6 nb for the
reaction gn→K+K+J5

−− at photon energyEg=4.5 GeV, depending on the value of the coupling constant
gK*SJ5

.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.69.045204 PACS number(s): 13.60.Rj, 14.20.2c, 24.85.1p

I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of the pentaquarkQ+ suudds̄d baryon[1]
in nuclear reactions induced by photons[2–5] and kaons[6]
has prompted extensive theoretical studies on both its prop-
erties [7–22] as well as production[23–30] and decay
mechanisms[31,32]. Although most models predict thatQ+

has spin 1/2 and isospin 0, their predictions on its parity vary
widely. While the soliton model gives a positive parity and
the lattice QCD study favors a negative parity, the quark
model can give either positive or negative parities, depend-
ing on whether quarks are correlated or not. The parity ofQ+

affects both the magnitude of its production cross section in
these reactions and the photon asymmetry in photonucleon
reactions. With a positiveQ+ parity, the production cross
section is almost an order of magnitude larger than that for a
negative parityQ+ as a result of a smallerKNQ coupling
constant in the latter case[25–27]. The positive parity also
leads to a large positive photon asymmetry, which becomes
negative if theQ+ parity is negative[28,30].

There are other pentaquark baryonsJ5
+ suussd̄d andJ5

−−

sddssūd in the same antidecuplet asQ+. Although theJ5
−−

has already been observed recently inp+p collisions at
center-of-mass energyÎs=17.2 GeV by NA49 Collaboration
[33], its production in photonucleon reactions has not been
studied. In this paper, we shall use the same hadronic model
that was introduced for studyingQ+ production in photo-
nucleon reactions[23–25] to study the production ofJ5

+ and
J5

−− in these reactions.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we consider

the reactionsgp→K0K0J5
+ and gn→K+K+J5

−− for pen-
taquark cascade production, introduce the interaction
Lagrangians needed for evaluating their cross sections, and
discuss the coupling constants and form factors at strong
interaction vertices. Results on the cross sections for these
reactions are then shown and discussed in Sec. III. In Sec.
IV, a brief summary is given. Finally, the formula for evalu-
ating the cross section for reactions involving two particles
in the initial state and three particles in the final state is
derived in the Appendix.

II. PENTAQUARK CASCADE PRODUCTION
IN PHOTON-NUCLEON REACTIONS

Possible reactions for pentaquarkJ5 production in
photon-nucleon reactions near threshold aregp→K0K0J5

+

andgn→K+K+J5
−−. To evaluate their cross sections, we use

the hadronic model introduced in Refs.[23–25] for studying
Q+ production in photon-nucleon reactions. This model is a
generalization of the SU(3) flavor-invariant Lagrangian for
the interactions between octet pseudoscalar mesons and
baryons[34] to include the interactions ofQ+ with nucleons
and K as well asK* . Photon in this model is introduced as
Uems1d gauge particle, and the symmetry breaking effects are
taken into account phenomenologically by using empirical
hadron masses and coupling constants. In the present study,
we extend the model to include interactions of the pen-
taquarkJ5 with S andK or K* . Since only three-point inter-
actions appear in the interaction Lagrangians, relevant Feyn-
man diagrams that contribute to these reactions are those
shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

A. Interaction Lagrangians

The interaction Lagrangians relevant for evaluating the
amplitudes shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are:

FIG. 1. Diagrams for pentaquarkJ5
+ production from the reac-

tion gp→K0K0J5
+.
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LKNS = igKNSN̄g5SW · tWK + H.c.,

LKSJ5
= igKSJJ̄5g5SW ·TWK + H.c.,

LK*NS = gK*NSN̄gmSW · tWK*m + H.c.,

LK*SJ5
= gK*SJJ̄5gmSW ·TWK*m + H.c.,

LgNN = − eN̄Hgm

1 + t3

2
Am

−
1

4mN
fkp + kn + t3skp − kndgsmn]

nAmJN,

LgSS = − eS̄gmQ1SAm,

LgKK = iefK̄Q2 ] K − s]mK̄dQ2KgAm,

LgKK* = ggKK*eabmn]
aAbfs]mK̄*ndK + K̄]mK*ng. s1d

In the above,N, S, andJ5 denote, respectively, the nucleon
isospin doublet, theS isospin triplet, and the pentaquarkJ5
isospin quartet;K and K* are the pseudoscalar and vector
kaon isospin doublets, respectively; andAm denotes the pho-

ton. The Pauli matrices are given bytW, while TW is an isospin
transition operator represented by a 432 matrix with matrix
elements given by k 3

2muTlu 1
2nl= s 3

2mu1l
1
2nd, where l

=0, ±1. The operators Q1=diags1,0,−1d and Q2

=diags1,0d are diagonal charge operators andeabmn denotes
the antisymmetric tensor with the usual conventione0123=1.

For the coupling constantsgKNS and gK*NS, their values
can be related togpNN andgrNN, which have empirical values
of gpNN=13.5[35] andgrNN=3.25[36], by SU(3) symmetry,
i.e., gKNS=s1−2adgpNN=−3.78 andgK*NS=grNN=3.25 if we
use the ratioa=D / sD+Fd=0.64[37] for theD– andF– type
interaction Lagrangians between pseudoscalar mesons and
baryons. Similarly, we havegKSJ5

=gKNQ /Î2=2.16 and
gK*SJ5

=gK*NQ /Î2=1.27 [38], where the values forgKNQ

=3.06 andgK*NQ=1.8 have been determined in Ref.[25]

from the empiricalpNNs1710d and rNNs1710d coupling
constants using the SU(3) symmetry. Since the sign ofgK*NQ

relative togKNQ andgKNS is not fixed by the SU(3) symme-
try, we shall consider both signs for the coupling constant
gK*SJ5

= ±1.27 as well as the case ofgK*SJ5
=0.

For photon coupling to nucleon, we include also its inter-
action with the anomalous magnetic moment of nucleons
with empirical values ofkp=1.79 andkn=−1.91. Since the
anomalous magnetic moment ofQ+ is not known, we neglect
its coupling to photon.

The coupling constantggKK* denotes the photon anoma-
lous parity interaction with kaons and has the dimension of
inverse of energy. Its value isggK0K*0 =0.388 GeV−1 and
ggK±K*± =0.254 GeV−1 [24] using the decay widthGK*0→K0g

=0.117 MeV ofK*0 andGK*±→K±g=0.05 MeV ofK*± to kaon
and photon[39]. Although the sign ofggKK* relative to other
coupling constants in the interaction Lagrangians is not
known either, it is not relevant for our study as both con-
structive and destructive interferences among the diagrams in
Fig. 1 and 2 are automatically taken into account by using
different signs for the coupling constantgK*SJ5

.

B. Amplitudes for the reactions
gp\K0K0J5

+ and gn\K+K+J5
−−

With the above interaction Lagrangians, we can write the
amplitudes for the five diagrams in Fig. 1 as

M1a = 2iggK0K*0gK*SJ5
gKNS

1

fsp2 − p5d2 − mK*
2 gst − mS

2d

3eabmnp2
ap5

bemJ̄5sp4dgnsp”1 − p”3 + mSdg5psp1d,

M1b = − 2egKSJ5
gKNS

1

ss1 − mS
2dst − mS

2d

3 J̄5sp4dsp”4 + p”5 − mSde”sp”1 − p”3 − mSdpsp1d,

M1c = − 2egKSJ5
gKNS

1

fsp2 − p4d2 − mJ5

2 gst − mS
2d

3 J̄5sp4de”sp”4 − p”2 + mJ5
dsp”1 − p”3 − mSdpsp1d,

FIG. 2. Diagrams for pentaquarkJ5
−− produc-

tion from the reactiongn→K+K+J5
−−.
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M1d = 2egKSJ5
gKNS

1

ss1 − mS
2dss− mN

2d

3 J̄sp4dsp”4 + p”5 − mSdsp”1 + p”2 + mNd

3Se” −
kp

2mN
e”p”2Dpsp1d,

M1e = 2igKSJ5
gK*NSggK0K*0

1

ss1 − mS
2dfsp2 − p3d2 − mK*

2 g

3eabmnp2
ap3

bemJ̄5sp4dg5sp”4 + p”5 + mSdgnpsp1d,

s2d

and those for the seven diagrams in Fig. 2 as

M2a = 2iggK+K*+gK*SJ5
gKNS

1

fsp2 − p5d2 − mK*
2 gst − mS

2d

3eabmnp2
ap5

bemJ̄5sp4dgnsp”1 − p”3 + mSdg5nsp1d,

M2b = − 4egKSJ5
gKNS

1

fsp2 − p5d2 − mK
2gst − mS

2d
ep5J̄5sp4d

3sp”1 − p”3 − mSdnsp1d,

M2c = 2egKSJ5
gKNS

1

ss1 − mS
2dst − mS

2d

3 J̄5sp4dsp”4 + p”5 − mS5
de”sp”1 − p”3 − mSdnsp1d,

M2d = 4egKSJ5
gKNS

1

fsp2 − p4d2 − mJ5

2 gst − mS
2d

3 J̄5sp4de”sp”4 − p”2 + mJ5
dsp”1 − p”3 − mSdnsp1d,

M2e = −
ekn

mN
gKSJ5

gKNS

1

ss1 − mS
2dss− mN

2d
J̄5sp4dsp”4 + p”5

− mSdsp”1 + p”2 + mNde”p”2nsp1d,

M2f = − 4egKSJ5
gKNS

1

ss1 − mS
2dfsp2 − p3d2 − mK

2g
ep3

3 J̄5sp4dsp”4 + p”5 − mSdnsp1d,

M2g = 2igKSJ5
gK*NSggK+K*+

1

ss1 − mS
2dfsp2 − p3d2 − mK*

2 g

3eabmnp2
ap3

bemJ̄5sp4dg5sp”4 + p”5 + mSdgnnsp1d.

s3d

In the above,p1 andp2 denote, respectively, the momenta of
nucleon and photon in the initial states;p3, p4, and p5 are,
respectively, those of the kaon on the left, the cascade, and
the kaon on the right in the final states of the Feynman dia-

grams in Figs. 1 and 2. We have also introduced the photon
polarization vectorem and the definitionss=sp1+p2d2, t
=sp1−p3d2, ands1=sp4+p5d2.

C. Form factors

To take into account the effects due to hadron internal
structure, a form factor is introduced to each amplitude, and
it is taken to have the following form[40]:

Fsmx,myd = F L4

L4 + sqx
2 − mx

2d2GF L4

L4 + sqy
2 − my

2d2G , s4d

whereqx and qy are four-momenta of the intermediate off-
shell particles with massesmx andmy in each diagram, andL
is the cutoff parameter that characterizes the off-shell mo-
mentum above which hadron internal structure becomes im-
portant. Since the amplitudes for diagramss1ad and s1ed in
Fig. 1 for the reactiongp→K0K0J5

+ are individually gauge
invariant, including form factors does not affect their gauge
invariance. This is different for the amplitudes for diagrams
s1bd–s1dd as only their sum is gauge invariant. Using differ-
ent form factors for these amplitudes thus leads to a violation
of the gauge invariance. To recover the gauge invariance for
the total amplitude, one can either drop the gauge violating
terms in the amplitudef41g or use an averaged form factor
f42g or other combinations of form factorsf43g for these
terms. For simplicity, we use here a common form factor,
which is given by the average of the original form factors for
diagramss1bd–s1dd, for all these three diagrams. A similar
consideration is applied to the diagrams in Fig. 2 for the
reactiongn→K+K+J5

−−. In the following, we summarize the
form factors used in the present study:

Fs1ad = Fs2ad = FsmS,mK*d,

Fs1bd = Fs1cd = Fs1dd = 1
3fFsmS,mSd + FsmS,mJ5

d

+ FsmS,mNdg,

Fs1ed = Fs2gd = FsmK* ,mSd,

Fs2bd = Fs2cd = Fs2dd = Fs2fd = 1
4fFsmS,mKd + FsmS,mSd

+ FsmS,mJ5
d + FsmK,mSdg,

Fs2ed = FsmS,mNd, s5d

where the subscripts refer to the diagrams in Figs. 1 and 2.
The value of the cutoff parameter is taken to beL

=1.7 GeV, which is determined from fitting the measured
cross section for charmed hadron production with three-body
final states from photon-proton reactions at center-of-mass
energy of 6 GeV[44] using a similar hadronic model based
on SU(4) flavor-invariant Lagrangians with empirical hadron
masses and coupling constants. This cutoff parameter is
larger than the value of 1.2 GeV used in our previous study
of the reactiongp→K*0Q+ [25], where the form factor was
taken to beF=L4/ sL4+mx

4d and the cutoff parameter was
determined from fitting the cross section for charmed hadron
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production with two-body final states in photon-proton reac-
tions.

D. Cross sections forgp\K0K0J5
+ and gn\K+K+J5

−−

As shown in the Appendix, the total cross section for
these reactions can be expressed as

sgN→KKJ5
=

1

s2pd4

1

128sp2E
s−

s+

ds1E
t−

t+
dt

k

2Îs1

3E
0

p

sin u duE
0

p

dfUo
i

MisgN → KKJ5dU2
,

s6d

wheres, t, ands1 were defined after Eq.s3d. The limits of
integrations are

s− = smJ5
+ mKd2, s+ = ss1/2 − mKd2,

t± = mN
2 + mK

2

−
smK

2 + s− s1dÎmN
2 + p2

Îs
± 2pÎsmK

2 + s− s1d2

4s
− mK

2 ,

s7d

wherep is the momentum of the nucleon in the total center-
of-mass frame. We have also introduced byk the momentum
of J5 in the center-of-mass frame ofJ5 and the kaon on the
right of the Feynman diagram, with polar anglesu and f,
i.e., the anglesu4 andf4 shown in Fig. 5 of the Appendix.

III. RESULTS

We first show in the upper panels of Figs. 3 and 4 the
cross sections for the reactionsgp→K0K0J5

+ and gn
→K+K+J5

−− as functions of photon energy in the laboratory
frame without including form factors at the strong interaction
vertices. Both cross sections are seen to increase rapidly with
increasing photon energy. Since the cross sections for the
case ofgK*SJ5

=0 are between those withgK*SJ5
=1.27 and

gK*SJ5
=−1.27, the contribution from diagrams involving the

coupling gK*SJ5
is less important than those involving the

couplinggKSJ5
. In the lower panels, the cross sections with

form factors are shown, and they are much smaller than
those without form factors. Depending on the value of the
coupling constantgK*SJ5

, the cross section for the reaction
gp→K0K0J5

+ has values of 0.03–0.6 nb atEg=4.5 GeV,
while that for the reactiongn→K+K+J5

−− has values of
0.1–0.6 nb. We note that these values are significantly
smaller than those predicted forQ+ production in photo-
nucleon reactions using the same hadronic model[23–25].

IV. SUMMARY

Using a hadronic model that includes the coupling of pen-
taquarkJ5 to usualS and K or K* , we have evaluated the
cross sections for their production in the reactionsgp
→K0K0J5

+ andgn→K+K+J5
−− by assuming thatJ5 has spin

1/2 and positive parity. Using coupling constants related to
those for pentaquarkQ+ couplings toN andK or K* , and also
including form factors at the strong interaction vertices with
empirical cutoff parameters, these cross sections are found in
the range of 0.03–0.6 nb forgp→K0K0J5

+ and 0.1–0.6 nb
for gn→K+K+J5

−− at photon energyEg=4.5 GeV. Since the
coupling constantgKNQ is much smaller for a negative parity

FIG. 3. (Color online) Total cross section forJ5
+ production

from the reactiongp→K0K0J5
+ as a function of photon energy and

for the coupling constantgK*SJ5
=1.27 (dotted curve), 0 (solid

curve), and −1.27(dashed curve). Upper and lower panels are for
the cases without and with form factors, respectively.

FIG. 4. (Color online) Total cross section forJ5
−− production

from the reactiongn→K+K+J5
−− as a function of photon energy

and for the coupling constantgK*SJ5
=1.27 (dotted curve), 0 (solid

curve), and −1.27(dashed curve). Upper and lower panels are for
the case without and with form factors, respectively.
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Q+ than for a positive parity one, the coupling constant
gKSJ5

also becomes smaller ifJ5 has a negative parity. As a
result, the cross sections for producing negative pentaquark
J5

+ andJ5
−− are much smaller than for positive ones as in the

case ofQ+ production. Although the cross sections for pho-
toproduction of pentaquarkJ5 are an order of magnitude
smaller than those for producing theQ+ in these reactions,
study ofJ5 production will be useful for understanding the
properties of pentaquark baryons.
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APPENDIX
In this appendix, we describe the derivation of the cross

section formula shown in Eq.(6) for the reactionsgp
→K0K0J5

+ andgn→K+K+J5
−− involving two particles in the

initial state and three particles in the final state, i.e., 1+2
→3+4+5. It essentially follows the method given in Ref.
[45].

In the center-of-mass frame of particles 1 and 2, the cross
section for such a reaction generally reads as

s1+2→3+4+5=
1

s2pd5

1

4s1/2p
E E d4p3d

4pDdsp3
2 − m3

2d

3ds4dspD − p1 + p3dE E d4p4d
4p5dsp4

2 − m4
2d

3dsp5
2 − m5

2dds4dsq − p4 − p5d

3uMsp1 + p2 → p3 + p4 + p5du2, sA1d

with s=sp1+p2d2, q=p1+p2−p3, andp denoting the momen-
tum of initial particles in their center-of-mass frame.

To evaluate the phase-space integral in Eq.(A1), we
choose the coordinate system in the center-of-mass frame of
particles 4 and 5 as shown in Fig. 5, in which thez axis is
along the three-momentump2 of particle 2, whilep1 andp3
are in thex-z plane. In terms of the angles shown in the
figure, the four-momenta of these particles can be expressed
as

p1 = sE1,up3usin u3,0,up3ucosu3 − up2ud,

p2 = sE2,0,0,up2ud,

p3 = sE3,up3usin u3,0,up3ucosu3d,

p4 = sE4,up4u sin u4 sin f4,up4u sin u4 cosf4,up4ucosu4d,

p5 = sE5,− up4u sin u4 sin f4,− up4u sin u4 cosf4,

− up4ucosu4d. sA2d

From four-momentum conservation and on-shell con-
straints, the following identities can be derived:

E1 =
t + s− m2

2 − m3
2

2Îs1

, E2 =
s1 − t + m2

2

2Îs1

, E3 =
s− s1 − m3

2

2Îs1

,

E4 =
s1 + m4

2 − m5
2

2Îs1

, E5 =
s1 + m5

2 − m4
2

2Îs1

,

cosu3 =
m1

2 − E1
2 + up3u2 + up2u2

2up3uup2u
,

up2u = ÎE2
2 − m2

2, up3u = ÎE3
2 − m3

2, up4u = ÎE4
2 − m4

2,

sA3d

where t=sp1−p3d2 and s1=sp4+p5d2. The two-body phase-
space integral can be rewritten as

E d4p4d
4p5dsp4

2 − m4
2ddsp5

2 − m5
2dds4dsq − p4 − p5d

=
k

2Îs1
E

0

p

sin u4du4 E
0

p

df4, sA4d

wherek is the momentum of particle 4 or 5 in their center-
of-mass frame.

After integrating over the four-momentump3, we have

s1+2→3+4+5=
1

s2pd5

1

4s1/2p
E d4pDd„sp1 − pDd2 − m3

2
…

3
k

2Îs1
E

0

p

sin u4du4E
0

p

df4uMsp1 + p2 → p3

+ p4 + p5du2. sA5d

FIG. 5. (Color online) Coordinate system used for the three-
momenta of the particles in the reaction 1+2→3+4+5.
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DenotingpD=sED ,pDd, and then using the identities

s1 = m3
2 − m1

2 + m2
2 + 2ÎsED,

t ; pD
2 = m3

2 − m1
2 + 2Îm1

2 + p2ED − 2ppDz sA6d

in the center-of-mass frame of particles 1 and 2, we can
rewrite

E d4pDd„sp1 − pDd2 − m3
2
… =

p

4ps1/2E ds1E dt. sA7d

We then have

s1+2→3+4+5=
1

s2pd4

1

32sp2E
s−

s+

ds1E
t−

t+
dt

3
k

2Îs1
E

0

p

sin u4du4 E
0

p

df4uMsp1 + p2 → p3

+ p4 + p5du2, sA8d

where

s− = sm4 + m5d2,s+ = ss1/2 − m3d2,

t± = m1
2 + m3

2

−
sm3

2 + s− s1dÎm1
2 + p2

Îs
± 2pÎsm3

2 + s− s1d2

4s
− m3

2.

sA9d
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